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**ON BERING SEA, CHANGE ‘ON A MASSIVE SCALE’**
**AFTER THE ICE**

With winter ice largely gone for two years, a food chain is at risk. Scientists, the Northwest fishing industry and Alaskans are trying to learn what lies ahead.

By PAUL ROBERTS
Seattle Times staff reporter

SAVOONGA, Alaska —

Derek Akeya hopes for calm waters and a lucrative catch when fishing from a skiff in the Bering Sea that surrounds his island village.

But on this windy late summer day, waves toss about the boat as Akeya stands in the bow, straining to pull up a line that hean essential income for an arc of communities that reaches from Savoonga to northeast Russia, that sustains some of the biggest fisheries in the world — and has been a significant contributor to the remark-
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**HUSKIES REBOUND**

UW fans have their wishes fulfilled in blowout win over Hawaii
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**Police release video of suspect**

Shooting at light-rail station left 1 dead
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**NOTRE-DAME BLAZE SPREAD LEAD DUST ACROSS PARIS**

By JAMES GLANZ, JEREMY WHITE,

The New York Times

**SAUDI OIL OUTPUT HIT BY DRONE ATTACKS**

The attacks on the heart of Saudi Arabia's oil empire immediately escalated the risks.

By RICH CLARK, JAY MESSERLE,

The New York Times
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**Black-owned funeral home hinging on leaving Seattle**

By JESSICA RUTAN

Seattle Times reporter

**RAINIER VALLEY FUTUREx**

As customers shift south, owners consider move to Kent, but community wants them to stay

By ROBERT KUPFER

Seattle Times staff reporter
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**SUNNISSU Programm**

A fixture in Rainier Valley since the 1940s — some of its best days as a bustling African-American business hub — has a much different identity these days.

By LARRY OSTILE

Seattle Times reporter
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**SOUTHERN OXYGEN**

The final straw for Seattle's last black-owned funeral home

By PAUL ROBERTS
Seattle Times staff reporter
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**On Bering Sea, change ‘on a massive scale’**

After a tough day of fishing in the moods of the northern Bering Sea, a crew returns to Savoonga on Alaska's St. Lawrence Island. They went after halibut pulled in mostly Pacific cod; now for more abundant as those waters warm.

By PAUL ROBERTS
Seattle Times staff reporter
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**Police release video of suspect**

Shooting at light-rail station left 1 dead
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